
Bringing Context Home

Use Cases
How to identify opportunities 
to remove friction

Pick a challenge

Solve a task in a better way

Better

Save time

More fun

More social

Easier

Context awareness is a tool to 
make these differentiations 

Home

Looking for inteds and activities tied to 
specific locations

Rooms

Sense of context and purpose

Not precise enough

Example: Living Rooms → Entertainment, 
Socialising, Relaxation, ...

Objects

Strong connection between 
specific activities and objects

Every object has a purpose

The closer you are next to an 
object the clearer your intent gets

No 100% connection between your 
location and relevant activities

Examples: Video Game Controller (Gaming), 
Stereo (Listening), Sofa (Reading, Watching)

Apps

Connecting Apps and locations

One approach of context awareness is about 
simply connecting app and activities/objects

All activities (tied to objects) already 
can be tied to many existing apps

Adapting different locations in one app

How does usage of an app 
change when you change the 
room or mode of movement?

Does the consumption 
change? Would a different UI 
be more appropriate?

Does it solve a different problem? 
Would a mode change be 
appropriate?

Currently apps try to be a good 
general fit in all contexts 

Future opportunity: Covering 
multiple contexts in a way that is 
most effecient for each of them

Examples 

Companion Apps
Product specific apps

Purpose

Enhance experience

Make it easier to use

Help with setup

Teach how to use

Help with maintenance

Opportunity
Pop up at the right time and place

Especially a big opportunity for 
apps that are not used regularily

Product 
Examples

Washing Machine

Oven

Entertainment System

Adaptive Apps
App focus based on context

Navigation

Sofa
Plan a trip

Explore locations

Wardrobe
Next departure times

Weather

Outside

Traffic

Immediate Routing

Next bus/traing

Grocery List

Kitchen or Fridge

Check inventory

Explore meal options

Create list for next shopping trip

Supermarket
Buy, tick off items

Indoor location

Music Player
Sofa Explore music

Outside Play, pause

Home Automation

Room at home
Change temperature 
in this room

Now

Work
Manage room 
temperatures

set timer

Interface
UI for context aware apps

Basics

Interaction is proximity driven, 
caused by physical movement

Real world is most important part 
of the UI for context aware apps

Best iBeacon interface is no interface

Users shouldn't need to 
learn new UI paradigms 

Best practices

First Launch Request for Authorization

Use

Ensure scanning is possible

Airplane mode

Bluetooth

Privacy Settings

Additional authorization requests 

Manage linked iBeacons

Auto detect beacons

Identify beacons

Check out Open Beacon Credentials

Interactions

Background
When to trigger an action

If user input is needed transition to 
foreground using a local notification

Foreground
App specific

If you use local notifications, 
provide an off switch

General advice
Understand the user expectation

If you use local notifications, 
be extra sensible about it

If you spam you loose

Put the user in control

Intro

Aww Apps

Small iOS development studio 
based in Berlin

Special focus on 
"Casual Productivity"

Experience in creating context 
aware apps using iBeacons

Travel Radar

Luggage Tracking

Put an iBeacon in your luggage

Get notified when it gets in 
range, ready for pickup 

Launch Here

Micro-location based app 
shortcuts on your lock screen

link places at home with 
apps using iBeacons

Examples

Launch a remote 
control app at your sofa 

launch a timer app at 
your coffee machine

Launch Spotify when 
you are in your car

Bringing Context Home

Our presence is split 
into two places

Physical

Digital

Too much friction 
transitioning back and forth 

Technologies we can use today to 
create context aware solutions

iBeacons

iOS

Experience 
How using an iBeacon 
based app should feel like

Install

Run

Users will not notice …
No new interface paradigms to learn

awareness of iBeacon

Users will notice …

UI adapts to environment and context

Easier to launch app at the right spot and 
time, e.g. lock screen launch shortcuts

In general, app becomes more useful, more 
efficient to use, easier to use under given 
conditions

Technically

Closed and fixed coupling between 
apps and defined set of beacons

No manual linking process

No exposure of technical IDs (UUID, 
Major/Minor ID)  to the user

Good: Low barrier of entry for users

Causes limitations for 
personal use cases

See Open Beacon Credentials 
for a potential solution

Installation
iBeacon deployment options

Basics

In contrast to other location services (GPS, Wifi) a 
spearate deployment of hardware is needed

Distinguish between app users and 
iBeacon owners

Areas

Commercial

User ≠ Owner

Good: users can use apps and 
leverage context awareness right 
away. Only need to install an app 

But: Potential conflicts of motivations

Challenge: Find use cases that benefit both 
users and owners of the infrastructure

Personal Use

User = Owner of iBeacons

Good: No conflict of interest

Stand Alone Beacons

Option of choice today

But: Very good reason is needed to get iBeacons 
and deploy them as a separate gadget

Chicken and Egg situation

No iBeacons available targetting 
personal use specifically

No iBeaons to buy at 
e.g. an Apple Store

Only few apps focus on 
personal use cases

Integrated

User = owner but doesn't necessarily know 
about it

All appliances and electronics 
are potential hosts

Most likely the way iBeacons will 
be deployed going forward

Take Aways

If you already 
built an app …

Where do people use your app and how does 
the usage change when you switch locations? 

Think about broadening your audience by 
making it easier to use

If you think about 
making an app …

Grab a use case and go!

Evaluate technologies, especially everything 
under the continuity umbrella (iBeacons, 
HomeKit, HandOff), many options to remove 
friction

If you make 
physical products

All objects and physical products can be 
turned into context aware solutions 

Use context awareness a opportunity for 
differentiation

Become more useful

If you built iBeacons
Don't ignore the personal use 

Build beacons that work well 
across different apps


